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ABSTRACT 
All materials have different and unique thermal properties that determine 

how the temperature changes when a material is subjected to a 

temperature difference. This study was intended to investigate the thermal 

properties of a polymer called Polyurethane, focusing on anti-seepage and 

anti-abrasion polyurethane. The thermal conductivity and heat transfer 

coefficient of cold polyurethane specimens have been calculated by 

capturing the infrared signature using a FLIR T1030Sc Infrared camera and 

comparing the results with simulated results. The simulations were carried 

out in MATLAB®, and the solution is based on the Heat equation. This paper 

describes the driving mechanisms behind the Heat equation and how the 

approximated solution to the Heat equation is obtained by discretizing 

through a forward-time central-space (FTCS) finite-difference method. The 

results reveal that the heat transfer coefficient for anti-abrasion 

Polyurethane is almost four times that for anti-seepage Polyurethane. The 

thermal conductivity for the respective has a difference of a factor of two. A 

good agreement between the experimental and the numerical study was 

achieved. This study is helpful for the potential use of polyurethane material 

in Arctic regions either as a coating material for pipes or as a sealant in the 

oil and gas industry. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Fourier’s law 
Fourier's Law [1] can be applied to describe the heat transfer in spatial directions (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑧𝑧) 
per unit area perpendicular to the direction of transfer. Further, the heat transfer is proportional 
to the temperature gradient [2]. Fourier's Law, in 𝑥𝑥 – 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 (one dimension), can be seen 
in Equation 1. 
 

𝑞𝑞 =  −𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

                                                    (1) 
 
where the heat flux 𝑞𝑞 is (𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚−2), 𝑘𝑘 is the thermal conductivity 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚−1𝐾𝐾−1, 𝑥𝑥 is spatial 
direction, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 is the temperature gradient. Minus sign is added because energy is 
transferred from a higher temperature to a lower temperature medium. 
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Two important constants determine the temperature of a body subjected to the heat change: 
the thermal conductivity 𝑘𝑘 and the heat transfer coefficient ℎ. The heat transfer coefficient 
describes the heat transfer rate to the body, whereas the thermal conductivity describes the 
rate the transferred heat dissipates within the body [3]. The symbols and units are 𝑘𝑘 
(𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚−1𝐾𝐾−1) and ℎ (𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚−2𝐾𝐾−1), respectively. 

The product of 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑, with units (𝐽𝐽𝑚𝑚−3 𝐾𝐾−1), is often described as the material's ability to 
store heat (energy) and is called the volumetric heat capacity [2]. Further, to describe the rate 
at which the material reaches equilibrium temperature (e.g., adapt to ambient atmosphere), the 
thermal diffusivity constant, 𝛼𝛼 with the units (𝑚𝑚3𝑠𝑠−1) can be stated in Equation 2: 
 

𝛼𝛼 = 𝑘𝑘
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

                                                      (2) 

 
Usually, materials with a large 𝛼𝛼 will absorb heat at a faster rate compared to materials 

with a small 𝛼𝛼 [2]. 
 
1.2. Heat Equation 
The one-dimensional temperature field in a solid can be described as shown in Equation 3. 
 

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑 = 𝑄𝑄 +  𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
�𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
�                                          (3) 

 
where 𝜌𝜌 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑚𝑚−3) is density, 𝑑𝑑 (𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘−1𝐾𝐾−1) is heat capacity at constant pressure, 𝑄𝑄 (𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚−3) 
is the volumetric energy generation term [4], 𝑑𝑑 (𝐾𝐾) is temperature field and 𝑑𝑑 (𝑠𝑠) is time. 
Equation (3) can be written in three spatial dimensions as shown in Equation (4). 
 

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

=  𝛼𝛼(𝜕𝜕
2𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑2
+ 𝜕𝜕2𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦2
+ 𝜕𝜕2𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧2
)                                                 (4) 

 
where 𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, and 𝑧𝑧 refer to cartesian coordinates and volumetric energy generation term is 
neglected. 
 
1.3. Infrared thermography 
Infrared thermography is the science of detecting infrared energy emitted from an object. 
Literally, infrared thermography means "beyond red temperature image". IR thermography, 
being a remote non-contact/non-destructive means of testing, is perfectly suitable for tests in 
extreme environments [5]. In addition, it is fast, reliable, and detailed. Due to the advantages 
offered by IR thermography, it is extremely popular in various industries. Infrared 
thermography (IRT) has a long history in industrial applications. Moreover, its use is 
increasing exponentially in research and development sectors [6-10]. 
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Cold climate operations face several challenges. Recent activity in the Arctic Circle has 
encouraged researchers to study the various challenges. Thermography is one such technique 
used for this purpose; it exploits the infrared wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum 
region from 0.75μm to 1mm [11]. Much like a visible light camera, an infrared camera uses a 
lens to focus the infrared light of different wavelengths emitted (thermal radiation) by all 
objects in view, which is converted into an electronic signal by infrared detectors. The signal 
is further processed digitally to create a thermal image. The basic setup of thermography is 
illustrated in Figure 1. The rate of energy emitted as thermal radiation is highly dependent on 
the surface temperature. Therefore, small temperature changes in the test specimens generate 
visible thermal readings that infrared detectors can successfully capture to yield thermogram 
[3, 12-14]. 
 

 
Figure 1: Basic setup of thermography testing 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
2.1. Polyurethane Samples 
Polyurethane was invented by Otto Bayer and Heinrich Rinke, in Germany in 1937 [15,16] 
and some of the first use of this plastic was during WWII, where it was applied as a coating 
on the German airplanes [17]. Polyurethane belongs to the chemical class called reaction 
polymers [18]. In this paper, the Polyurethane used is developed by China Institute of Water 
Resources & Hydropower Research Beijing IWHR-KHL Co. Ltd [19]. The product name is 
SK One Component Polyurethane; however, it will be referred as Polyurethane in this paper 
[20,21]. The company provided two distinct types of Polyurethane, namely anti-seepage 
Polyurethane and anti-abrasion polyurethane. Anti-seepage Polyurethane is suggested to be 
used as a sealant in either chemical tanks, as it has good resistance to chemical corrosion [22] 
or in dams to prevent water leaks through the concrete. Anti-abrasion Polyurethane can be 
used on locations where high corrosion is expected. Locations of such can be water ducts from 
dams, on ships, due to the force of water while ship is in transit, and so forth [23]. 
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2.2. IR Imaging and Setup 
The flow chart below in Figure 2 shows the basics steps elected to determine the heat transfer 
coefficient and thermal conductivity. 
 

 
Figure 2: flow chart to determine heat transfer coefficient, ℎ, and thermal 
conductivity, 𝑘𝑘. 
 

The experiment used a FLIR T1030sc [24] camera to capture the infrared radiation of the 
polyurethane sample. The sample was oriented normal to the camera lens. The data was 
gathered inside the software. The schematic of the setup can be seen in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Schematic setup of IR capture 
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Before the IR images were captured, the samples were brought at a different temperature 
than the surrounding atmosphere. To obtain the temperature difference for this experiment, 
the specimens were put in a freezer overnight (approximately 24hrs.). The freezer can hold 
temperatures of −20°C to −30°C. The surrounding atmosphere (the location of where the IR 
images were captured) was a steady at 24°C. With a temperature difference between the 
sample and the atmosphere being established, the IR signatures was captured. IR camera 
sampling rate was set at 2𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧. That means, every half second, the software captured the 
specimen's IR signature. After about 7 minutes, the entire polyurethane specimen had reached 
0°C, and the recording was stopped.  The red line shown in Figure 4, called the Region of 
interest, or ROI for short, is the location where the temperature profile for the anti-abrasion 
specimen was captured. The ROI was at a constant position. This was to ensure that the 
captured temperature was at the same location on the specimen, throughout the time. For the 
anti-abrasion sample, nine different temperature profiles were captured, and thirteen different 
temperature profiles were captured for the anti-seepage. The different captures were because 
the two different samples reached 0℃ at different rates due to size difference and different 
thermal properties. In preparation for the tests, the specimens were cut into 50 × 50 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 cubes 
and labeled 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵 and 𝐶𝐶. The corners of the materials were numbered 1 to 4, and the center was 
labeled 5. The numbers indicated the point for the measurements of the thickness. This was 
done for both region of interest for the anti-seepage and the anti-abrasion materials. 
 

 
Figure 4: FLIR capture and region of interests where the temperature was read. 
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The results of these measurements, in millimeters, can be viewed in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1: Thickness Measurements (mm) 
S. No Anti-abrasion Anti-seepage 
1 7.15 8.87 10.83 5.25 5.5 5.45 
2 8.52 10.35 10.76 5.41 5.65 5.52 
3 9.7 8.36 7.9 5.45 6.27 6.4 
4 10.025 8.61 8.65 5.38 5.34 6.28 
5 10.73 10.73 10.05 5.98 5.45 5.78 
 

When measuring the rate of which heat travels through a material, the thickness of the 
tested specimen is important. In addition to the length, width and thickness, the masses were 
measured. The mass for the anti-abrasion material was 16𝑘𝑘 and for anti-seepage was 13𝑘𝑘. 
Thus, the density of anti-abrasion is 𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎−𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 1283 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚−3 and for anti-seepage: 
𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎−𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 1150 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚−3. 
 
3. NUMERICAL METHOD TO SOLVE THE HEAT EQUATION 
The heat equation is a partial differential equation (PDE), and an analytical solution is difficult 
to obtain for such an equation [4,25]. Different numerical methods can be applied to solve the 
problems with the Heat equation and other PDEs [26-29]. One such numerical method is the 
Finite Difference Method (FDM). When the FDM is applied to a continuous PDE, the 
numerical solution is replaced with a discrete approximation [30, 31]. This means that the 
numerical solution is only known at a finite number of positions (boundary and initial 
conditions). When FDM is applied to a PDE, the first step would be to discretize the physical 
domain into a finite set of elements or replace the physical domain with a grid, as shown in 
Figure 5. Here, a two-dimensional plane is divided into a set of finite elements or nodes. The 
resolution (number of elements) in this example is 11×11. Further, the initial condition here 
is in the middle, and the boundary conditions are on all edges of the plane. The red square 
indicates hot areas, and the blue indicates colder areas. 
 

 
Figure 5: Grid applied to a two-dimensional plane, with the heat source (initial 
condition) in the middle. 
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At each of the points, the discrete solution is evaluated. There are two important 
parameters that govern the accuracy of the results, namely 𝛥𝛥𝑥𝑥 and 𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑. Naturally, with smaller 
𝛥𝛥𝑥𝑥 and 𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑, accuracy increases but the time required to solve the model increases 
(computationally heavier). Further, the discrete solution to a PDE, (at each node) can be shown 
to be [30] 
 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
≈ 𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖+1−𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖

𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑
                                         (4) 

 
where 𝜑𝜑(𝑥𝑥, 𝑑𝑑) is the true (continuous) solution, 𝜑𝜑(𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎 , 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚) is the continuous solution calculated 
at each node in the mesh, and 𝜑𝜑𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚is the approximated numerical solution given by solving the 
FEM equation. 
 

To help the understanding of Equation 4, and the derivation of the approximation of the 
heat equation, a general grid can be drawn as shown in Figure 6: 
 

 
Figure 6: general grid for a one-dimensional Heat equation problem [30] 

 
In Figure 6, the initial condition is displayed as solid squares, and the non-solids squares 

indicate the boundary conditions. 𝑑𝑑 denote the grid position, 𝑚𝑚 denote the time. 
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3.1. Forward-Time Central-Space (FTCS) FDM 
There are three different types of finite difference approximation: forward, backward and 
central. The forward difference approximation can be applied to Equation 3, the Heat equation 
in 𝑥𝑥 − 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑. By using this technique, the temperature at each node can be estimated one 
timestep forward, as shown in Equation 5. By further manipulation of the Taylor series, second 
order PDE can be approximated as shown in Equation 6. 
 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑
≈ 𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚+1− 𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚

∆𝜕𝜕
                                       (5) 

 
𝜕𝜕2𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑2

=  𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖+1−2𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖+𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖−1
∆𝑑𝑑2

                                    (6) 
 

where 𝑚𝑚 denotes the timestep. Equation 5 and 6 can be applied to Equation 3 (Heat equation 
in 𝑥𝑥 − 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑) as shown in Equation 7: 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕+1 =  𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕 +  𝛼𝛼(𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖+1
𝑡𝑡 − 2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑡𝑡+ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖−1
∆𝑑𝑑2

)∆𝑑𝑑                                (7) 
 
where 𝑑𝑑 is the temperature, 𝑑𝑑 is the space (grid) coordinate of which the temperature is 
calculated, 𝑑𝑑 is the time, and 𝛼𝛼 is volumetric heat capacity. 
 

Equation 7 is only applicable for a one-dimensional problem. To bring this approximation 
to a three-dimensional problem, two other space coordinates 𝑗𝑗 and 𝑘𝑘 is introduced. Thus, the 
final FTCS FEM can be derived [32-34] as given in Equation 8: 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕+1 =  𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕 +  𝛼𝛼 �𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖+1

𝑡𝑡 − 2𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑡𝑡+ 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖−1

∆𝑑𝑑2
� ∆𝑑𝑑 + 𝛼𝛼 �

𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗+1
𝑡𝑡 − 2𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗

𝑡𝑡+ 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗−1
∆𝑦𝑦2

� ∆𝑑𝑑 + 𝛼𝛼 �𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘+1
𝑡𝑡 − 2𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘

𝑡𝑡+ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘−1
∆𝑧𝑧2

� ∆𝑑𝑑       (8) 

 
The advantage of using FTCS is that the values of 𝜑𝜑𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚+1, or 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝜕𝜕+1, can be updated 

independently of each other [30]. 
 
3.2. Numerical Analysis in MATLAB® 
The three-dimensional discretized heat equation in cartesian coordinates was initially solved 
using the FTCS FDM, a numerical method in MATLAB® [35]. Similar studies were done by 
authors to study numerical analysis in MATLAB® [36,37]. The results were compared with 
the experiments. As an initial condition, a constant temperature of 249 K was specified 
throughout the domain. It is vital for the stability and accuracy of the FDM to choose the 
correct timestep value. The Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition [38-40] was used to 
decide the timestep size in this work. The CFL condition is given in Equation (20): 
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2𝛼𝛼𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑 ≤ 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ((𝛥𝛥𝑥𝑥)2, (𝛥𝛥𝑦𝑦)2, (𝛥𝛥𝑧𝑧)2)                                         (20) 
 
where α is the velocity magnitude, 𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑 ≅  𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the timestep, and 𝛥𝛥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥, ∆𝑦𝑦 = 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 and 
𝛥𝛥𝑧𝑧 =  𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 are the distance between mesh elements in three directions. 
 

For solving the heat equation for a total of 6000 timesteps, the following steps were taken: 
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =  1; seconds; 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 =  0.2 cm; 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 =  0.2 cm and 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 =  0.2 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚. The solution can be 
described in four steps as given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Four basic steps to solve the FEM Heat equation 
Step Event Description 
1 Define Parameters ∆𝑑𝑑, ∆𝑥𝑥 ∆𝑦𝑦 ∆𝑧𝑧 the spatial domains 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥, 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦, 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 
𝑘𝑘 and ℎ 
𝜌𝜌 and 𝑑𝑑 
The discretized space 
Initial temperature and initial conditions 
 

2 Create a matrix, T, containing 
zeroes 

The matrix 𝑑𝑑, initially only contains zeros. 
However, in step 3, the temperature at each 
node will replace the zeroes with the simulated 
temperature. 
 

3 Create loops This step is what solves the FTCS FEM. In 
these loops, both the Δ𝑑𝑑, Δ𝑥𝑥 are contained. In 
addition to these, the boundary conditions are 
included. 
 

4 Plot experimental vs. simulated 
data 

The last step plots the experimental data and 
compares it with the simulated data from step 1 
to 3. 

 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Thermal imaging was performed on the polyurethane samples. IR capture software was used 
to measure the established temperature gradient as a function of time and space. Variation of 
temperature in anti-abrasion and anti-seepage Polyurethane was recorded by FLIR T1030sc 
IR thermal camera, as shown in Figures 7 and 8. 

Experimental temperature profiles for both Polyurethane were used to obtain values of 
thermal conductivity (𝑘𝑘) and heat transfer coefficient (ℎ) by varying the values of the 
coefficients in the code until the simulation results closely fit the experimental findings. The 
results are given in Tables 3 and 4. 
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Figure 7: the variation of temperature in the anti-seepage Polyurethane after 100 
seconds 

 

 
Figure 8: IR capture (FLIR T1030Sc) of anti-seepage at the same time as the 
simulation. 
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Table 3: the coefficient of Heat transfer for anti-abrasion, and anti-seepage 
Polyurethane 

Coefficient of heat transfer (ℎ) Value (𝑾𝑾𝒎𝒎−𝟐𝟐𝑲𝑲−𝟏𝟏) 
Anti-seepage 19.95 
Anti-abrasion 5.2 

 
Table 4: the coefficient of thermal conductivity for anti-abrasion, and anti-seepage 
Polyurethane 

Coefficient of thermal conductivity (k) Value (𝑾𝑾𝒎𝒎−𝟏𝟏𝑲𝑲−𝟏𝟏) 
Anti-seepage 25.0 
Anti-abrasion 11.0 

 
The following graphs show the plotted temperature in the middle of both materials. 

Figures 9 and 11 show results as a function of time and Figures 10 and 12 as a function of 
position. 

The results reveal that the heat transfer coefficient for anti-abrasion Polyurethane is almost 
four times that for anti-seepage Polyurethane. The thermal conductivity for the respective has 
a difference of a factor of two. 
 

 
Figure 9: Temperature in anti-seepage Polyurethane as a function of time. 
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Figure 10: Temperature in anti-seepage Polyurethane as a function of position. 

 

 
Figure 11: Temperature in anti-abrasion Polyurethane as a function of time. 
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Figure 12: Temperature in anti-abrasion Polyurethane as a function of position. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
By applying a finite difference approach to the heat equation, and using IR thermography 
technology, the two thermal constants, the heat transfer coefficient, and the thermal 
conductivity coefficient were estimated for anti-abrasion and anti-seepage Polyurethane. The 
values of the constants reveal that the heat transfer coefficient for anti-abrasion Polyurethane 
is almost four times that for anti-seepage Polyurethane. The thermal conductivity for the 
respective has a difference of a factor of two. However, there were a bit variability in the 
simulated results. This non-uniformity can be due to the presence of air bubbles during the 
production and curing of Polyurethane samples. Nonetheless, the presented novel method for 
calculation of thermal properties provides reasonable estimates.  
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